
164. Transformation mask 

Kwakwaka’wakw. Northwest coast of Canada. Late 19th century C.E. Wood, paint, and string (2 

images) 

 

 Northwest Coast transformation masks manifest transformation, usually an animal changing into a mythical being 

or one animal becoming another 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 are worn during a potlatch, a ceremony where the host displayed his status, in part by giving away gifts to those in 

attendance 

 These masks were only one part of a costume that also included a cloak made of red cedar bark. During a 

potlatch, Kwakwaka’wakw dancers perform wearing the mask and costume. The masks conveyed social position 

(only those with a certain status could wear them) and also helped to portray a family’s genealogy by 

displaying (family) crest symbols 

 The Kwakwaka’wakw (“Kwak’wala speaking tribes”) are generally called Kwakiutl by non-Native peoples. They 

are one of many indigenous groups that live on the western coast of British Columbia, Canada 

 The mythology and cosmology of different Kwakwaka’wakw Nations (such as the Kwagu’ł (Kwakiutl) or 

‘Namgis) is extremely diverse, although there are commonalities. For instance, many groups relate that deceased 

ancestors roamed the world, transforming themselves in the process (this might entail removing their animal skins 

or masks to reveal their human selves within).  

 Kwakwaka’wakw bands are arranged into four clans (Killer Whale, Eagle, Raven, and Wolf clans). The clans are 

divided into numayn (or ‘na’mina), which can be loosely translated as “group of fellows of the same kind” 

(essentially groups that shared a common ancestor). 

 Ancestral entities and supernatural forces temporarily embody dancers wearing these masks and other ceremonial 

regalia. 

 Many myths relate moments of transformation often involving trickster supernaturals (a trickster is a god, 

goddess, spirit, man, woman, or anthropomorphic animal who exhibits a great degree of intellect or secret 

knowledge and uses it to play tricks or otherwise disobey normal rules and conventional behavior). Raven, for 

instance, is known as a consummate trickster—he often changes into other creatures, and helps humans by 

providing them with a variety of useful things such as the sun, moon, fire, and salmon. Thunderbird 

(Kwankwanxwalige’), who was a mythical ancestor of the Kwakwaka’wakw, also figures prominently in 

mythology. He is believed to cause thunder when he beats his wings, and lightning comes from his eyes. He lives 

in the celestial realm, and he can remove his bird skin to assume human form 

 Masks take months, sometimes years, to create. Because they are made of wood and other organic materials that 

quickly decay, most masks date to the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (even though we know that the practice 

extends much farther into the past). 

 “The acquisition of a high position and the maintenance of its dignity require correct marriages and wealth—

wealth accumulated by industry and by loaning out property at interest—dissipated at the proper time, albeit with 

the understanding that each recipient of a gift has to return it with interest at a time when he is dissipating his 

wealth. This is the general principle underlying the potlatch….”[ 
o Potlatches were banned in 1885 until the 1950s because they were considered immoral by Christian 

missionaries who believed cannibalism occurred (for its part, the Canadian Government thought 

potlatches hindered economic development because people ceased work during these ritual celebrations). 

With the prohibition of potlatches, many masks were confiscated. Those that weren’t destroyed often 



made their way into museums or private collections. When the ban against potlatches was removed by the 

Canadian government, many First Nations have attempted to regain possession of the masks and other 

objects that had been taken from them. Potlatches are still practiced today among Northwest Coast 

peoples 
o Masks passed between family members of a specific clan (they could be inherited or gifted). They were 

just one sign of a person’s status and rank, which were important to demonstrate within Kwakwaka’wakw 

society—especially during a potlatch. 

 

 



 

 


